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1. The Treaty of Westphalia in 1648 provides that only  ___ could engage in 
international relations.

     	      presidents

     	      national parliaments

     	--->> sovereign states

     	      international organisations

2. International community as a mechanism of diplomacy is mostly suitable for __ 
diplomacy.

     	      global

     	      unilateral

     	      bilateral

     	--->> multilateral

3. The diplomat or diplomatic envoy performs all the following functions in the receiving 
state except ___

     	      Protection

     	--->> Electioneering Campaigns

     	      Observation and Reporting

     	      Representation

4. The earliest reference to diplomatic relations in Africa seems to have emanated from 
the ___ part of the continent.

     	      Southern

     	--->> Western

     	      Eastern

     	      Northern
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5. ___ is of the view that there is only one legal system in the world.

     	--->> monism

     	      uniformism

     	      unitarianism

     	      dualism

6. Diplomacy seeks to resolve conflict of interests among nations and to guarantee 
national ___ in the international system.

     	      politics

     	      income

     	      mights

     	--->> interests

7. The problem of ___ with strangers led to the employment in negotiation of those who 
were skilled in foreign tongues.

     	--->> communication

     	      trade

     	      commerce

     	      suspicion

8. The ___ believe that international law originates from the law of nature.

     	--->> naturalists

     	      traditionalists

     	      nationalists

     	      monists

9. __ is a mutual treaty such as between two states.

     	      Ipso Facto recognition

     	      De Facto recognition

     	--->> De Jure recognition
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     	      Ex-Post-Facto recognition

10. The act of ___ in pre-colonial Africa was initiated by the establishment of 
conventions.

     	      foreign policy

     	      diplomacy

     	      inter-state relations

     	--->> warfare
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